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AN ODE TO Mallorca
by Giorgia Mauri z photos by Alessio Azzali, SiR
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Our warm thanks goes to Antonia Bautista, Philip 

Looyens and Marieta Salas for organising “An ode to 

Mallorca”, a special event in three days where many 

guests were invited to participate in the Breeders 

seminars about Arabian horses and in the open days at 

the two farms. Bautista Vich Stud owned by Bautista 

Vich Family and Ses Planes owned by Marieta Salas 

were the incredibly beautiful places where guests were 

hosted to see the best of the best the island can offer 

in terms of excellence in breeding. The speakers of 

the Breeders seminars were Marieta Salas and Heinz 

Stockle. The rain showers in the area during the days 

refreshed the atmosphere and didn’t ruin anything 

of the many details that made the event remarkable. 

Elegance and beauty were the buzzwords of the three 

days. Elegance and beauty of the locations, elegance 

and beauty of the magnificent horses shown and of the 

guests, especially women, who underlined with their 

charm the leit motive of the event.

“An ode to Mallorca” was a memorable occasion to meet 

each other in a extraordinary place whose grace words 

cannot tell. The atmosphere was magic, the power of 

nature was at the same time frame and protagonist. 

Pictures can give just an idea, a suggestion about what 

was the feeling during the open days. 

Thanks for inviting us and giving to all the guests 

something to remember forever. We suggest our Readers 

to visit personally Bautista Vich Stud and Ses Planes 

where you can meet an incredible genetic power and two 

of the most passionated horse breeders in the world. q
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